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QUESTION 1 
How are endpoint location and identity mapping learned in an ACI fabric? 
 

A. Leaf nodes report endpoint addresses to the ARC using COOP. 

B. Learning occurs through APIC mapping, VMM mapping, DHCP forwarding, ARP/GARP learning, 
and data plane learning. 

C. VMM reports virtual machine creation to spine and leaf nodes. 

D. Addresses of all hosts that are attached to the ACI fabric are programmed through the API. 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation:  
http://wenku.baidu.com/view/04e2b1afba0d4a7302763a63.html?re=viewSlide 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
Which best practice for virtual machine management domains must be used in an ACI fabric? 
 

A. Combine the endpoint groups that are associated with the VMM domains. 

B. Combine the application network profiles that are used by both VMM domains. 

C. Separate the VMM administration space across different leaf nodes. 

D. Separate the VLAN name space when VMM domains share a top-of-rack switch. 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
Which container is usedfor objects that require the same policy treatment? 
 

A. Contract 

B. Tenant 

C. Endpoint group 

D. Layer 2 through layer 7 network polices of the application 

E. Application network policy 

 
Answer: C 
Explanation:  
End-Point Group - (EPG) Container for objects requiring the same policy treatment, i.e. app tiers, 
or services 
http://www.slideshare.net/CiscoCanada/cisco-aci-apppolicyenforcementusingapicazeemsuleman 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
Which option describes the initial configuration steps that the infrastructure administrator must 
perform in the ACI fabric? 
 

A. ACI cluster discovery and initialization, create VLAN pool (static), create logical domain ,and 
maplogical domain to posts. 

B. ACI cluster discovery, create VLAN pool (static), create bridge domain,and map logical domain to 
ports. 

C. Fabric discovery and initialization, create VLAN pool (static), create logical domain, and map 
logical domain to ports. 

D. Fabric discovery and initialization, create VLAN pool (static), create physical domain, andmap 
physical domain to ports. 
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Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
To which four layers of the OSI model would the ACI conceptsof contracts, graphs, and ANPs be 
associated?(Choosefour.) 
 

A. Data link 

B. Transport 

C. Presentation 

D. Application 

E. Session 

F. Network 

G. Physical 

 
Answer: BCDE 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
Which two events occur on the ACI fabric in the event of a downlink failure on one vPC peers 
when all local member ports are down?(Choose two) 
 

A. The vPC reconfigures using the secondary peer link that is associated with the endpoints and a 
new VTEP entry is created. 

B. A bounce entry is created for the endpoints that are reachable via the port channel that points to 
the VTEPofthe peers. 

C. The ACI fabric rediscovers the vPC peers and re-establishes communication between the 
endpoint and the leaf switch. 

D. All MAC-to-leaf bindings for the specific vPC are removed from the COOP database and the 
spine proxy. 

E. The APIC removes the associated leaf switch from inventory and rediscovers the fabric. 

 
Answer: BD 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
Which option describes the ACI fabric information that is contained in the proxy station table? 
 

A. Addresses of all hosts attached to the ACI fabric. 

B. Addresses of all hosts attached directly to the leaf. 

C. Global cache of station endpoints. 

D. Local cache of station endpoints. 

 
Answer: A 
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